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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 

 Passionate front end developer with over 2 year of experience in development 

 Dedicated to continuously developing, implementing and adopting to new 

technologies to maximize development efficiency and produce innovative 

applications 

 Problem solver ,Communication goals, Leadership qualities , quick learner 

Education 
 

        Year      Degree                Institute / School CGPA /Percentage 

      2016 –     
2020 

     B.E - ECE Sri Ramakrishna Engineering College          7.37 

      2016      HSC Sri Shanmuka Marticulation Higher 

Secondary School 

        89.08% 

      2014     SSLC Subash Chandra Bose Marticulation High 

School 

        88.4% 

Work Experience 
 

                                                Tata Consultancy Services 

 React JS Developer (Nov 2020 – Present) 

 

 Understand the business requirements and implementing the functionality in UI 

 Translated designs & wireframes into high quality code and wrote application code 

via JavaScript following React JS workflows 

 Developed the latest user features using react JS and built reusable components for 

future use 

 Writing unit test cases for our JavaScript file to check our code that will reach the 

threshold above 80% 

 Helping junior developers , when they got issue with their code and increased their 

development skills with giving required training 
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Projects 
 

 ORION –R RAN HOP TOOL APPLICATION 

 

 RAN HOP (Hand Over Tool) is an application which is used by the vendors of an 

Australian telecommunication company. We are trying to provide the operators to 

digitize the current existing system. 

 Developed our RAN Application in UI using React js , Redux, JavaScript ,ES6, 

Material UI  

 Created Reusable Components and use that component in our application to save our  

time 

 Used API calls and requesting JSON information and fetch data from API and use 

that in the code to perform Asynchronous task 

 

 THOMSON REUTERS  

 

 Thomson Reuters is one of the most trusted providers of answers, helping our 

customer to make confident decisions and run better business. It provide services to 

customer in law, tax ,government by giving better decisions and increasing their 

professional growth 

 Worked on Support Role ,Incident is raised on our queue we need to monitoring it and 

give RCA for that issue 

 In monitoring tool, we use Data dog , hotjar to  see the failed step in images and 

videos and we check the logs to identify why the issue raise 

 

Technical skills 
 

 Programming languages : C , Java , Python 

 Web Technologies : HTML , CSS , JavaScript , React JS , Redux, ES6, Material UI, 

Typescript, MERN Stack (Basics) 

 

 Software Tools : Data Dog , Hot jar , Postman , Vs code ,Pycharm , Mat lab 

I hereby declare that the information provided is true to the best of my knowledge and 

beliefs. 

 
                                                                                                   RAZIK AINUDEEN  
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